WELCOME TO ANIMATION CLASS!
(AKA digital creativity training)
THANK YOU!!!
SHAWN DESTACIO, UNITED ARTS COUNCIL, and
STMM PTA for bringing me here!

And 6th grade science teacher SADIE LANG for her
assistance, trust, and love of science!

About Jaclyn Bowie
Jaclyn Bowie is a teaching artist based in the piedmont region of North
Carolina. Jaclyn uses her art and teaching to build community and
collaboration. She is best known as an experimental animator and
projectionist, creating films and light shows with a meeting of old and new
technologies. Jaclyn has led workshops, camps, and residencies for all ages in
museums, schools, and community centers including the NCMA, the
Contemporary Art Museum, the Gregg Museum of Art and Design, and
Artspace, to name a few. Jaclyn’s professional art practice includes designing
public art and theater settings, curating exhibitions, and animating music
videos. Jaclyn was raised in Greensboro and received a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Appalachian State University in 2011. She currently lives in Durham,
NC.

Animation stills by Jaclyn Bowie comprising a commissioned mural
at the Contemporary Art Museum in downtown Raleigh, NC

Animation stills by Jaclyn Bowie

Goals and practical applications of this training
• How to use free apps to create stop motion and frame by frame
animations and time lapses.
• How to create essential animation tools with common materials
• Practical applications for different subjects and grade levels (k-3, 4-8)
• How to structure visual brainstorming that encourages collaboration
• How to create and manage a youtube channel for your classroom or
projects

Benefits of animating in the classroom
Why Animation?
• Multisensory engagement deepens
understanding
• Skill building
• Interdisciplinary
• Collaborative
• Combines new and old technologies
• Skills translate into a creative career

Why Visual Art?
• Making choices beyond right or wrong
builds critical thinking skills
• Creating something from scratch
builds self confidence
• Making non-competitive,
collaborative art builds social skills

Information and
Technology
Essential Standards
• SI: Sources of
Information
• IN: Informational Text
• TT: Technology as a
Tool
• RP: Research Process
• SE: Safety and Ethical
Issues

Examples of Information and Technology Standards
• 6.SI.1.2 Analyze content for relevance to the assigned task.
• Students were given two sources: NASA’s JPL website, and the Night Sky app.
• 6.TT.1 Use technology and other resources for the purpose of accessing, organizing, and sharing
information.
• Students used ipads and chromebooks to research and create content
• 6.TT.1.1 Select appropriate technology tools to gather data and information (e.g., Web-based
resources, e-books, online communication tools, etc.).
• 6.TT.1.2 Select appropriate technology tools to organize data and information (e.g., word
processor, database, spreadsheet, graphic organizer, audio and visual recording, online
collaboration tools, etc.).
• 6.TT.1.3 Select appropriate technology tools to present data and information effectively
(multimedia, audio and visual recording, online collaboration tools, etc.).
• Students exported their videos to google drive and a youtube channel created speficially for
the class.

Student Feedback (6th grade)

Student Feedback (6th grade)
Complimentary
• “I loved this project and working with
my friends was great. I've always
loved drawing and animation so this
project fueled that passion! I learned
a lot about Mars and other planets. It
was very interesting.”
• “I learned how to use the app more
because I have used it before but did
not know that you could do all of the
things that Ms. Bowie showed us.”

Critical
• “Perhaps the objective of the
assignments could be a little more
vast. Like how how something was
made, people plotting what it should
do, it launching, then it exploring.”
• ”I think we could've spent less time on
the storyboarding and planning out
the ideas even though that is
important.”
• “It would be cool if we could do it for
maybe two weeks.”

How did we structure the projects?
• 5 days, 1.5 hrs per day
1. Inspiration, flipbook exercise, open envelopes of clues
2. Research sharing, demonstration, storyboarding
3. Creating, filming
4. Filming, editing
5. Narration, exporting, watching

What
subjects can
be animated?
Any and all!

Math and
Geometry

Literacy

Science

Social
Studies

Practical ideas for different subjects
Literacy + Language Arts

Science + Math

• Build words and sentences by moving
around individual letters and
punctuation. Take photos of each
movement so they appear to
assemble themselves.
• Understand syllables and
pronunciation by color coding or
separating of words out into pieces
that make up a whole.

• Depict the 3 (or 4) states of matter by
moving around lots of little beads
• Visualize multiplication tables using,
for example, 3 different compositions
of 24 squares.
• Visualize sound by timing the number
of seconds, determining the
animation frame rate (frames per
second), and how many frames are
needed to create an animation
synchronized to the sound.

Practical alterations for different grades
Pre-K + Elementary
• Securing the ipad in one place so it doesn’t
move is essential. Try using the wire rack
between the stools to suspend the ipad
above the floor or table, taping the rack to
the stools, and the ipad to the wire rack. Or,
to photograph 3D objects, use the black cases
to prop them up and tape them down.
• Narrow their focus by providing prompts or
scripts and use only the most basic functions
of the app. (Stop Motion Studio. A simpler
one is called Stickbot Studio).

Middle + Upper
• Challenge students to study all functions of
the app, especially the settings, where they
can adjust light, ISO, frame rate, and more.
It’s a great way to learn about photography.
• Hone their math skills by asking them to
calculate how many frames they’ll need for
their idea and be precise about timing.
• Further challenge, ask them to consider the
aspect ratio options of the screen size and
match their background paper to that size
using fractions.
• Encourage them to create all their materials
from scratch, including their script.

Yes!
Can we do
anything in
just one day?

Create a flipbook
An animatic
A photo series

Videos of Sadie Lang’s
6th grade science classes
with visiting artist-inresidence Jaclyn Bowie

Here we are using two free apps for research and
content creation: Night Sky and Stop Motion Studio

Stop Motion Studio App demo
• Learn the basic functions of the camera and timeline
• Enjoy the magical practicality of onion skinning
• Record sound or music
• Export and share video with various options
• Edit any time with automatic saving
• TIP: Label iPad to keep track of which iPad groups use

When in doubt, tap the question mark icon at
the bottom right. It will label all the different
App Demos! icons. You can also learn how to use the app by
viewing tutorials on the home page.

Photo credit: NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory

All crew hands on deck!
Animation is a complex art with many moving partsgreat for teams, organization and planning is vital.

Animation Crew Check-In
• Meet with your crew and watch together
1. Compliment each other on being
awesome!
2. Ask yourselves, what’s looking good?
3. What’s looking a bit rough? Why?
4. What can be improved and how?
• Fact check- is it based on knowledge or
fantasy? Know the difference, strike a balance!

0 to 30

Animation
timeline

Establish a beginning and
end
How many seconds for your
ideas?
Break it down and plan it
out

How can we show off the work we did?
• Share the videos to a custom youtube channel

• To do so, create a new gmail account and password for your student teams to upload their videos
to. Then go to youtube, and either log in using your new gmail- or- if you are logged into youtube
with your personal account, go to the homepage and select the person icon. Then, select “add
account” from the options. This will prompt you to link it to your new gmail.
• Other ways to share: save video to ipad, airdrop to other ipads Airdrop is the fastest way to
compile all videos onto teacher’s ipad. Can also use google drive, slower.

• Export as a flip book, gif, etc. (If you don’t know what these options mean, try them and
see what happens! You can’t hurt your video, it’s saved.)
• Glue down the animation set and pieces to create an original composition

Q & A time
• Make note of anything you found applicable to your classroom
• Ask me about anything you want to learn more about
• I will be sending this presentation and a lesson plan sample to
the VP so you all have access to it!
• jaclynbowieart@gmail.com

Resources we used today + others available
Technology

Supplies

• iPads with Stop Motion Studio

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Can also use different tablets and smartphones.
• Look at the app store (apple) or google play for
more free apps

• A projector is essential for demos.
• VGA to lightning adapter to connect iPad to
projector.
• Remember to plug aux cord from projector
into iPad’s headphone jack for sound.
• Chromebooks make a great accompaniment
for research, references, and sound effects.

Masking tape
3’ – 4’ Wire racks between stools
Construction paper
Scissors
Vine charcoal or chalk pastels (easy to erase)
Found objects, like clementines (fun to
animate the peel)
• Colored cellophane for layered color and
texture.

Further watching/ reading
Animation

• https://m.youtube.com/channel/U
CNuQLufOdOwHHRP1PUZgwbw
(6th grade science animations)
• https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=t
nIZybxCW1k (Making of minute
earth animations)
• https://m.youtube.com/playlist?lis
t=PLpAbLU4_RXTUtwGjPZX7QKOjP
bQR9hHnF (Stickbot Central
animation tutorials)
• https://vimeo.com/jaclynbowie

Information + Technology Standards

• https://id.iste.org/docs/pdfs/2014_ISTE_Standards-S_PDF.pdf

• http://www.ncpublicschools.org/cu
rriculum/infotech/
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